
Selecting a turning tool holder and insert

Step 1 - Select the holder

Holder size
This is pre-decided by the size of the turret on the lathe.

Holder style
Select the style based on the geometry of the area that you want to cut with the tool.
Some tools can cut in only one direction, and some can can in multiple directions. 
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The cutting directions corresponding to the styles in the picture are only indicative. There 
could be variations. E.g., J style with a T (triangular) insert can only turn axially.

Selecting a tool for heavy cutting
More the number of directions that a tool can cut along, the weaker it is. A tool that can cut in only 
one direction is the strongest, can take the heaviest cuts. When there is heavy turning or 
facing involved, opt for a tool that can only turn or face, like G, F, L or B. When you need to 
cut a pocket, opt for a versatile style like E, J or V. In the latter again, J would be stronger 
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than E or V.

Reducing vibrations and part distortion

You need to reduce radial forces to:
1. Reduce bending of long parts
2. Reduce vibrations
3. Reduce distortion of thin walled parts.

The approach angle of the tool determines the radial cutting forces. The lower the approach angle, the higher
the forces. When cutting with the A style tool, theoretically all the force is axial, towards the chuck, and there 
is no radial force (in practice there is a small radial component because of the insert nose radius). The radial 
component of the force increases as the approach angle reduces, as shown in the figure. So to reduce radial
forces, select a tool with a 90 degree approach angle.

Insert clearance angle
The insert can either be positive or negative. The holder's insert pocket has a clearance angle 
that matches the insert's. A negative insert holder holds a negative insert. A 
negative insert is stronger than a positive insert, but results in higher cutting forces. A 
negative insert also has cutting edges on both faces while a positive insert has them only on 
one face, so it reduces tooling cost. Choose a negative holder for heavy cutting where the part 
is held firmly and will not be distorted or loosened by the cutting forces. Choose a positive 
holder to reduce cutting forces.

Insert shape
The insert shape is typically narrowed down by the holder style (each style only allows a couple 
of insert shapes). Your final decision depends on the cutting directions that you want, and the 
back angle required if you want to cut a pocket. Opt for the strongest insert possible. The more 
the included angle of the insert, the stronger it is. E.g., a D shape insert with an included 
angle of 55 degrees is stronger than a V with 35 degrees. A J style holder can come with both D 
and J inserts.
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Insert clamping type
The clamping type decides how rigidly the insert is held in the holder. It can reduce vibrations 
, improve tool life, and maybe even prevent accidents (like if a top clamped insert comes out of 
the holder during cutting). A better clamping type withstanbds cutting forces more, and enables 
you to use higher cutting parameters and reduce cycle time.
Clamping types with combination clamping (e.g., lever + top clamping) are the strongest. Because 
of space and other restrictions, some insert shapes come only with specific clamping types. 
E.g., V comes with screw clamping, Ceramic inserts typically only come with top clamping, etc.

Hand of holder
Select this based on whether you are turning towards or away from the chuck, and whether the 
turret is in front or behind.

Insert cutting edge length
When you decide the holder style, insert shqape and clearance angle, this gets decided by the 
holder specification according to the tool manufacturer. You have no control.
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Step 2: Select the insert

Nose radius
Selection of the nose radius depends on the depth of cut and the feed rate that you propose to use.

The nose radius decides:
1. The surface finish
2. Insert strength
3. Chip breaking

Axial cutting forces are preferable to radial, because radial forces cause part bending, vibrations and poor 
surface finish.

Chip breaking depends on the nose radius and feed rate. At the same feed rate, a smaller nose radius gives 
better chip breaking. Ensure that in general the depth of cut is more than 2/3 of the nose radius.

Use small nose radius for : small depth of cut, slender parts when you want to reduce vibrations
Use large nose radius for: High feed rates, large depth of cut, sturdy parts.
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Chip breaker
Decide based on the workpiece material and application (roughing / medium machining / finishing).

Insert shape
Decided when you selected the holder.

Clearance angle
Decided when you selected the holder.

Cutting edge length
Decided when you selected the holder.

Thickness
Decided when you selected the holder, by the tool manufacturer’s design.

Caution

The data in this document like holder styles, clamping types, etc. are only indicative, and do 
not show all possible options available with tool manufacturers. 

The selection steps and logic in this document are universal. The details can however vary 
between tool manufacturers. E.g., the cutting direction for J style holder could have variations 
- with a T (triangular) insert it can only turn axially, but with a D insert it can turn 
contours. Look at the tool manufacturer's 
catalog for details.
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